Solution

Mobile Data Collection
The Value of Mobile Information
To make the right decisions, every business depends on timely and accurate data. However, many organizations still use
error-prone manual methods to enter, access, and manipulate data which can result in inaccurate and incomplete information.
To resolve these issues, many manufacturing, distribution, retail, and field services operations apply mobile solutions to drive
more timely and accurate information into their enterprise systems.

Ciber’s Mobile Data Collection solutions are focused
on making improvements for the modern decentralized
workforce by helping to reduce costs, improve customer
satisfaction, reduce process cycle time and improve the
data timeliness and quality so that businesses are making
decisions on real-time data.

We utilize the latest technologies such as tablet computing,
GPS, imaging, RFID and Voice to ensure the highest
quality data is utilized in your mobile business solutions.
In addition, as the leading reseller of enterprise mobile
devices, tablets, wireless, software, and printers, we deploy
mobile computing hardware that we know are rugged and
dependable in a variety of operating environments.

Integrated Turnkey Applications
As a single source for integrated software and hardware,
our custom application development expertise, combined
with our dedicated practices in leading ERP solutions like
SAP, Oracle and Infor software help us create turnkey
integrated applications that are cost-effective and lead to a
rapid return on your investment.

Ciber has experience providing applications for Field
Service and Rounds, Maintenance, Quality & Inspection,
Delivery & Route Accounting, Enterprise Asset
Management, and Inventory & Warehouse Management in
the following industries:
• Distribution and Logistics
• Retail

Oil, Gas, and Utilities
Life Sciences
Manufacturing
Public Sector

Efficient, Scalable and Extensible Solutions
Ciber’s flexible implementation services assist customers
with development of an initial business case and
mobile strategy through full deployment and production
support. Utilizing 20+ years of experience in designing,
developing, and deploying mobility projects, we guide
customers through device selection based on a number
of factors, including durability, battery life, data collection
requirements, capacity, and expandability.
We work with customers to ensure that management of
field deployed devices follow a methodical process that
is as secure as the rest of your corporate IT systems and
developed for efficiency, scalability, and extensibility. Ciber
has targeted solutions in the following areas:
SAP – Ciber can help you seamlessly integrate your
SAP Inventory Manager (IM), Work Manager (WM),
Plant Maintenance (PM) and Service Management (SM)
applications with SAP Mobile Platform and ITS Mobile.
Lawson – Our expertise includes Lawson’s Mobile Supply
Chain Management module and Lawson’s M3 Warehouse
Mobility application suite.

Oracle – Ciber implements mobile solutions for Oracle
E-Business Suite, JD Edwards, and PeopleSoft. Our turnkey
implementation solutions for Oracle eAM include asset
tracking, inventory and supply chain. Our JD Edwards Web
Enabled Mobile Solution provides real-time data access,
without the added complexity of middleware.
Supply Chain – Ciber has extensive experience in
implementation of wireless solutions for warehouse
management and transportation applications.
We help clients design, implement, and integrate focused
mobility applications, with a proven implementation
methodology that controls costs, meets project deadlines,
and minimizes risk. By partnering with leading technology
providers, our clients extend the reach of their Enterprise
Systems by enabling mobile workers through integrated
hardware and software solutions that increase the efficiency,
accuracy, and visibility of business process.

About Ciber, Inc.
Ciber is a global IT consulting company with about 6,500
consultants in North America, Europe and Asia/Pacific, and
approximately $1 billion in annual business. Client focused
and results driven, Ciber partners with organizations to
develop technology strategies and solutions that deliver
tangible business value. Founded in 1974, the company
trades on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE: CBR). For
more information, visit www.Ciber.com.

How can we drive results for you? Toll Free: (800) 242-3799
6363 S Fiddler's Green Circle | Suite 1400 | Greenwood Village, Colorado 80111
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